The STUPID Party
John Fetterman is the Marxist Jew and "Democrat" running against Dr.
Oz in Pennsylvania's 2022 U.S. Senate race. The RNC is running TV ads
against him to publicize the fact that he mistakenly pulled a gun on a
black jogger back in 2013, who Fetterman assumed was a fleeing
criminal. The mediocrities and morons at the RNC are stupid enough to
think that incident will harm Fetterman.
In light of the massive and monumental n*gger crime taking place all
across the nation, the fact that Fetterman pulled a gun on a presumed
black criminal probably IMPROVES his candidacy, and the RNC is merely
assisting Fetterman by running it. If Fetterman is at all hurt by the RNC's
$500,000 ad campaign, it will only be because he didn't shoot the guy.
What that ad campaign really shows is that Dr. Oz is not ready for prime
time, and that he has foolishly fallen into the trap of allowing the tonedeaf idiots in the Republican political class and donor class to dictate
the issues in his campaign. He is a fool for doing so. He should be
talking about black violent crime, illegal immigration and the fact that
"Democrats" are spending like n*ggers with a stolen credit card.

Dr. Oz and Uncle Fester

The donor class has a long and discredited track record of backing losers,
most of whom inevitably betray GOP voters through self-dealing. They
are what's wrong with the Republican Party, because they are dilettantes
and their political judgement is TERRIBLE. They generously funded Liz
Cheney in Wyoming, who lost her House primary by 37 points despite
being the incumbent. They generously fund the senate campaigns of Lisa
Murkowski (Traitor-AK,) Susan Collins (Insipid-ME,) and anyone else who
hates Donald Trump.
These are the geniuses who backed Gerald Ford and George Bush against
Ronald Reagan, and dropped $100 Million on Jeb Bush, who managed to
secure three delegates to the Republican Convention in 2016. They hate
Donald Trump because they can't control him, and because Trump won
over the party they consider their personal hobby. Their bribe money
converts well-intended reformers into self-dealers immediately upon
arriving in Washington. Look at Mitch McConnel and his entourage.
The cowards and self-dealers who comprise the Republican political
class are so afraid of being called racist by our opponents or their allies
in the Jews' Media, they can be manipulated into supporting almost
any cause, no matter how ridiculous or subversive. They get their
marching orders directly from the equally insipid donor class.
These people and their masters in the donor class are both cowards and
idiots, and no one should ever listen to their advice. They are a big
reason why Sam Francis called the GOP "The STUPID Party."
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